
ON THE REPRESENTATIONS OF AN INTEGER AS
THE SUM OF PRODUCTS OF INTEGERS

BY

S. M. JOHNSON

1. Introduction^). The problem of finding the number of representations

of an integer iVasa sum of products of pairs of positive integers was first

studied by Ingham and Estermann. By elementary methods Ingham [5](2)

found an asymptotic formula for the number R{N) of representations of N as

a sum of two products of pairs. His result was R{N) = (l/2f(2)) •a{N) log2 N

-r-0{a{N) log N) where <r{N) is the sum of the divisors of N.

Estermann [2; 3], using Hardy and Littlewood's circle method of analytic

number theory, found a more precise asymptotic formula for the above

problem and also for the case of representing A7 as a sum of three products

of pairs of positive integers. The error terms were smaller than the leading

terms by an order of a fractional power of N.

Equivalent forms for these expressions are

X)  d{a)d{b), a,b>0,    and        X)    d{a)d{b)d{c), a, b, c > 0.
a+b=N a+b+c=N

A similar type of problem involving sums of the form X^»s¿v d{n)d{n+b),

o fixed, has been solved asymptotically by Ingham [5 ] and later by Estermann

[3]. Bellman [l] studied ^„¿n d{n)d3{n + b) and ^„¿x d{n)di{n+b).

Titchmarsh [7] used the circle method to obtain heuristic results for various

problems of these types involving triple products. He studied the conjecture

that correct results could be obtained in a number of problems by proceeding

in the same way as for products of pairs. No rigorous techniques are available

at this time to handle the error terms. His conclusion was that the conjec-

ture is false in the case of XlnSAr a%{n). The heuristic result did not agree with

the result given by elementary methods.

In the present paper we solve a particular problem involving products of

triples by a modification of the circle method considerably different from

that used by Estermann and Titchmarsh. We obtain an asymptotic formula

for the number of representations of an integer A7 as a sum of three products

of triples and show how the method may be generalized to the case where N

is represented as a sum of k «-tuple products (A2:3, wS;2). A further gen-
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eralization leads to the case where the j'th product term has n¡ factors. For

k = 2 the method used here fails to handle the minor arc error terms.

Only the leading term is obtained with error terms smaller by an order

of 1/log N. More precise results for some of the error terms could be found,

but this would not help the final result in view of Lemma 3. In the special

case for products of pairs our result checks with the leading term of Ester-

mann's results.

2. Analytic formulation and Farey dissection. We first consider the prob-

lem of representing N asa sum of three triple products. Subsequently we shall

show how the results may be generalized to k products where k^3 and n¡>,2,

i=l,2, ...,*.
Let P(A0 be the number of solutions of N = XiiXi2xn+x2iX22x2i+xiiXi2xii

where the x's are positive integers. Our fundamental generating function will

be

Sit) =     X)    e2"*1***»4, xy > 0, j = 1, 2, 3.
_i X2X3ÚN

This technique of using trigonometric polynomials in place of power series

is due to Vinogradoff. It obviates many difficulties of convergence, analytic

behavior, etc. which are present in the original circle method of Hardy,

Littlewood, and Ramanujan.

We note that

P(A0 =  f  ■
J 0

(1) RiN) =  I    S\t)e-2*iNldt.
J 0

We now begin the Farey dissection. One must divide the unit circle into

a collection of so-called major arcs and minor arcs in such a way that the

integration in (1) over the major arcs gives the correct leading term in the

asymptotic formula. This is done by a suitable choice of parameters defining

these arcs, which can be obtained only by a certain amount of trial and error

and experience. In our case we let P = N113 and Q = TV11'12. Then

S\t)e-2*iNidt
-i/e

since the integrand has period one.

Consider the set of h and q such that l^h^q^Q with (Ä, q) = 1. Let Mht

be the set of all t such that \t-h/q\ úl/qQ and -í/Q^t^í-1/Q, where
1_=?_5 7V1/12=P1/4. It is easily seen that no two sets Mhq overlap. Let E

be the set of all t in (— Í/Q, 1 — 1/Q) but not in any Mhq. Then

(3) R(N) = (     T, T, f     + f)s°it)e-2"tlfdt.

It will be shown in the next section that the contribution to RiN) from the
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set E is of smaller order of magnitude than that from the set of major arcs

Mhq.

3. The minor arcs. In order to obtain our estimate we use the obvious

inequality

f S3{t)e-2'iNtdt < (max | S{t) \) f \ S{t) \2dt
Je \¡!ni /Je

< (max \S{t)\) \     \S{t) \2dt.
\t in E /Jo

(1)

in E

For subsequent use we require

(2) f    | 5(0 \2dt =  £ {d3{ m))2 = 0{N1+'), e > 0.
J 0 múN

Lemma 1. Let Co be the set of conditions 1 ¿x¿;SP, j— 1, 2, 3, and Ci the

set of conditions Xix2x3 ̂  N, xxx2 ̂  P2, Xi s; P. Ze/

(3) 5o(<) = X) e2,ri:cia;2X31,       5i(/) = X) eiTixixiXstt

Co Cl

PAe«5(/) = 5'o(/)+351(/).

Proof. This is merely a special case of a general combinatorial theorem

(Hardy [4, cf. p. 232]). Let M be the total set of elements each of which

may or may not satisfy one or more of the conditions Ai, ■ ■ • , Am. Let

M{Ai, Ai) be the set of elements satisfying {Ai, Ai), etc. Then the theorem

states that a decomposition of the set of elements not satisfying any of these

conditions is given by

M-Y. M{A,) +    £    M{Ah Ak) ■■■ {-i)"M{Ai, ■■• , Am).
3 i.k;ij¿k

Applying this result to our problem, let A¡ be the condition that x3>P. Here

we have

E    i-   Z 1-3      Z      i
*y^P,j=l,2,3 »13.2*3= N »1»2»3áN, »3>P

+ 3        E       i- Z i.
Xix^xs%N', x¿>P, x¡>P Xj^XtX^N.x^P.j—1,2,3

The last summation on the right is empty. After combining the next two

summations and solving for the first we obtain the desired decomposition.

This applied to the exponential sum yields Lemma 1.

Lemma 2.

(4) max | S{t) | = 0{Nni12+<), e > 0.
( on E
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Proof. We have

Soil) | __       X _L   e2*^*"
XiëP,x2éP I x3éP

I Siit) I =   D

Let Xix2 = a. Then we can write

PS x3äN/x¡x2

Sit) I = 4  £ _-,(_.) ( I   £   e2-*
oáP2 \\x3ÚN/a

Í*J
+

For real .1 let (A) be the distance from A to the nearest integer. If

min (P, 1/2(0)) is understood to be L, it follows from a well known result

(Landau [6, cf. p. 253]) that

\ ^     gliriatxz

xzÚN/a

p2iria.x3 < min

(-■—)\a     2 (at)/

(p. -LY\      2<a/)/

and

Therefore

^4  L ¿2(a)minl —, ——J
oSpa \ a     2 (a/)/

since TV/a è P.

It is known (Hardy [4, cf. Theorem 36]) that for / in the range —1/Q

èt^l — 1/Q, there is some pair of integers h, q such that l^h^q^Q,

(h, q) = i, and \t-h/q\ ^1/qQ.
On set E we have P1/4<g^<2 = P11/4. Therefore we can write ta = ha/q

+ra/qQ where \r\ ¿1. Let ha = b (mod q). Then (at) = (b/q+ra/qQ). As a

runs through its values 1, 2, • • • , [P2], let 6 bechosen so that — q/2 <b^q/2.

Each o appears at most P2/g + l times. When o = 0, choose N/a = N/mq;

otherwise choose l/2(b/q+ra/qQ). We have (b/q+ra/qQ)^(\b\/q — a/qQ)

■^((\b\-P-*ii)/q) = (\b\-P-vi)/q since |o|/ogl/2and |ô|-P-3'4<o/2.

Thus

_ /TV       1   \ _ N (P2       \      _ q
£ min (-,—-)<       E        —+ 2Í- + 1)     E ' •

Next, Zi-^i-2/« N/mq = OHN/q) log TV) =0(Pn'4 log TV) since g>P1'4. Also,
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(P2+g) Eis«9/2 l/(o-P-3/4) = 0((P2+a) log N)=0{Pllli log N) since

ggpii/4   Thus  l^^)! xo(Niin*+>)  f0r / on  E since log  N = 0{N'<2)  and

cf2(a) =0{N'12) tor e>0. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.

Finally by (1), (2), and (4) we have

Theorem 1.

(5) f S3{t)e~2"N'dt = 0{N2^12+').
J E

4. The major arcs. In this section we calculate the contribution of the

major arcs to the integral expression for R{N).

By definition, Mhq is the set of t = h/q+g where \g\ ^1/qQ, l^í^P1'4,

Q — piw jn order to evaluate S{t) more precisely on a given Mnq, we let

Xj = y¡-T-qz¡ where l^yy^a, zJ=^0, 7=1, 2, 3, and sum over the y's and z's

separately subject to the conditions on thex's. Then for w = 0, 1 we can write

(1) S mit)    = XI 0**«(*/«)yi»J»S £ g2T¡SHI2(¡/3+323)

íSiíjáa,/—1,2,9 ít,í2,23,cm

where Co = the set of conditions yj-\-qz,^P, j=l, 2, 3, and G = the set of

conditions JJ.U iji+qz^^N, ]JU iyj+qzj)SP2, yi+qzi^P.
First, sum over z3 and y3 in order to obtain more manageable sums. To do

this we need several results (2), ■ • • , (6) which may be readily demonstrated.

We note that \gaq\ gl/P3'4<l/2. Then if gaq^O and l^a^P2, and if

z3 is summed subject to P<ys-\-qz3 ^ [N2/a], we have

¿¿TigN _ gïzigaP

(2) X2 e2Til",(M+323) = -:-h 0(1).
z3 2irigaq

Also, if z3 is summed subject to 0<y3+oz3^P we have

glirigaP  _   J

(3) £ e2"<*,<«+^) =-1- 0(1).
„ 27rigao

These results follow from summation of geometric series and routine

error term estimates where we make use of the fact that | gaq\ ^ l/P3/4< 1/2.

Defining v{q) = Zism.mS«^!»»« *» we nave> ^ (*> s) = li tnat

(4) XI        e2riihlq)yimy* = o»(o).

Later we shall evaluate v{q) explicitly for use in the section on the singular

series.

Also, if

(5) F{q) = £ ■-,     then   F{q)=o(—), * > 0.
isifi,»saiü,i»i»i yiy* Vg1 7
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Next if we sum over yit y2, zi, z2, subject to iyi+qzi)iy2+qz2) ^P2, we

have

(6) E    1 = OiP2 log TV).
Vl.Vi,*I.*l

After summing over z3 and y3 in (1), it follows from (2), (3), (4), (5), and

(6) that

gïiigaP _   J

(7) Soil) = £ ——-+ OiqP2 log TV)
2wiga

where the summation is over Zi, z2, yi, y2 subject to yi+gzi^P, y2+qz2^P,

and g|yiy2. Also

g2rigN  _   glicigaP

(8) Siit) = E -—-+ OiqP2 log TV)
2wtga

where the summation is over Zi, z2, yi, y2 subject to iyi+qzi)iy2+qz2)^P2,

yi+qzi^P, anda|yiy2.

Then let
glrigN  _   J

(9) Ti = E' —T-.-
2iriga

where E' indicates three times the summation over %, z2, yu y2, subject to

the set of conditions (yi+gzi)(y2+gz2) ^P2, yi+qziúP, and g|yiy2, and let

glrigaP _   J

(10) T2 = E" •
2iriga

where E"= Eo— £'> and Eo indicates summation over &, z2, yi, y2 sub-

ject to the set of conditions yi+ozi^P, 3_+<ZZj_-P and q\ yiy2. Later we show

that terms involving Pi dominate the contribution to our final result.

Thus we have

(11) Sit) = Ti+T2 + OiqP2 log TV).

Next note that summing over z subject to z+y/qé [TV/g], we have

£—^—= 0(^- log TV)
z + y/i       \y        /

so that by (5) it follows that

_    1 /log2TV\

(u) s7-°(l^)-

The same result holds for E" Va-
Then by (12) we have
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gÎTigN  _   1

a\ \\g\      g1-  /
(13) \Ti\

2irlg

Similarly, we obtain a like estimate for | P2| •

For future reference we need the following result:

(14) BothE'l    and    £" 1    are   Of-   ^     J.

To establish this we sum over z2 subject to z2+y2/g^P2/g2(zi+yi/g).

Then Z*2 1 =P2/g2(zi+yi/a). Summing this over Zi, we obtain 0{{P2/qyi)

•log N) = 0{P2 log N/yryi). Then summing over yu y2 subject to o|yiy2, (5)

gives (14).

Next, letHhq = fMJSî{t)e-2*<<»dt.
We have | S{t) \ g ¿^«ms» 1 = W log2 N). Thus by (11) we also have 7i +

P2 = 0(A^log2Ar) sinceggP1'4<P. Therefore53(i) = (Pi+P2)3+0(P8alog6 AT).

It follows that

l¿h¿q¿pUl,(.h,q)-l

/1/50 (Pi + TiYe-^^dg
-1/qQ

+ 0{NM'12 log5 ¿V).

Let us now show that the range of integration for 77a, can be extended to

(— », + oo ) with an error term in Hhq of OÍA7,23'12"1"') for each e>0.

We have by (13)

// f   /log2N\»   \ /Q2logeN\
Jfi + Wr^ " °(/«(-^) V - °(-T^-)-

Therefore, summing this over A and q gives 0{N2Sll2+t), since

0(    Z     Z ———^ = 01 Arll/6 log» tf   X)   i3e) = 0(iV2
\ sâP"1      háq q1'3''      / \ qépU* /

/23/12+<")

. qSsP"*      AS, q

We have as a result

R{N) =     X) Z       e-2«o/*>" f   (Ti + Ttye-Wdg
lèqâPV*  lSh¿q,(.h,q)-l J-oo(16)
+ 0(2Vî8/12+«)

Next we require
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After integrating by parts twice we obtain

1   c °° /4:N2eiTigN — 3N2e2*iaN — 7V2e_2xi''JV\ TV2

7J_A 2vig )   S~  ~Y
since by a well known result

/oo   g—iAg
-dg = xi(sgn A)

-00            g

where sgn A—1,0, — 1 if yi is positive, zero, or negative respectively.

Expanding the integrand in (16) we get

(19) f   iTi + Tt)*e-*'*»dg = 7o + 37i + 372 + h
•7 —oo

where Im = fl^Tr-mT^e~2ri<'Ndg, m = 0, 1, 2, 3. Then

(20)     7' = (E 7) J_.(-l^)'"™'is = (E'7) X'

Later we show 70 leads to the dominant term in P(TV).

Lemma 3. 2i, /2, -3 are complicated arithmetical expressions whose contribu-

tions to RiN) are 0(TV2 log6 TV).

Proof. First consider p. Noting that the a's are to be distinguished by

subscript here, we can write

/,_,    l\/„    1\„    l\r°°  (e2wioN ~ l)2(e2"»pa' - 1)
/! = (£'-)( E' -) £" -) I-^- «-"**<**

\ «i/ \ a2/ a3) J -x (2xîg)3

where the integral (after integrating by parts as for 70) becomes 0(TVPa3)

since the terms involving TV2 cancel out. Thus by (12) and (14)

Summing over h and q gives the contribution to P(TV) of

01    E   -A72 log5 TV) = 0(TV2 log6 TV).
\ gap"1  52-' /

We claim both 72 and 7"3 are also 0((TV2 log6 N)/q3~'). For we have

\ aj \        aj \ a3/

/.

00    (g2*igN   _   i\(g2*igPa2  _   ±\(g2TigPa3  _   î)e~2*il,lfdg

(2xig)3
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where the integral (after integrating by parts twice) equals

{-N + Pa, + Po3)2sgn (- N + Pa2 + Pa3) - {- N + Pa2)2 sgn (- N + Pai)

- {- N + Pa3)2 sgn (- N + Pa3) + (- N)2 sgn (- N).

Notice that the sign of — Ar+Pa2+Pa3 can be + or —.

Case 1. «2+a3eP2- Here the integral becomes

{- N + Pa2 + Pa3)2 + {- N + Pai)2 + (- N + Pa3)2 - {- N)2 = 0{N2)

since 0<{-N+Pa2+Pa3)^N. However 0{N2) gO(A7YPa2+Pa3)) since Pa2

+Pa3>N. Then

(e"3(E"^ + ™-°('(^)(E"«>))
and therefore in this case 72 is also 0{N2 log6 N/q3~').

Case 2. a2+a3<P2. Here the integral becomes

- (- N + Pa2 + Pa3)2 +{- N + Pa2)2 + {- N + Pa3)2 - {- N)2

which is 0{NPa2) so that in this case 72 is also 0{N2 log6 N/q3~'). I3 can be

handled in the same way. This proves Lemma 3.

Thus we have

Theorem 2.

(1\3 N2
E' — l-h 0{N2 log5 N).

a /    2

Using the Euler-MacLaurin enumeration formula to evaluate  Z' l/a> we

have

£,_J_ |   log2^ + 0/g2log2(g+l)log7V\

u.»i (zi + yi/q)iz2 + y«/o) 2 \ yiy2 )

Finally, summing over yit y2, by (5), we obtain

_      1 v{q)    log2 JV /log N\

(22) Z'-= -T--l— + 0(~4t)-XiX2 ç2 2 \ g1 e /

This leads to

Theorem 3.

A „ /v{q)\3 N2log*
(23) R{N) = Z Z        «-»-Wriirf _«i) -Ë— + 0(AT2 log5 N).

q=l   lûkSq,(k,q) = l \    O2    / 2!

The sum over q can be extended to + oo since
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/   1   \3 1
E ç(-^J = E — = o(p-i«+o.

,>Pi/4   Xq1  ' /      9>Pi/4   g2  e5>pi/4   \ql ' /      i>Pnt   q'

5. The singular series. We wish to evaluate

(1) ©(A7) = E        E        *-»«<»/«>»(-ili).

By (4) of §4, viq) is the number of solutions (yi, y2) of y!y2 = 0 (mod q) where

1 téyu y2_s3- viq) has the following properties:

(a) viq) = Ei_!/Sî iy, q), where (y, g) =the g.c.d. of y and q.

(b) »(g) is a multiplicative function of g.

(c) If p is a prime, v{p) = 2p— 1.

Let F(g) = (fl(g)/g2)3. Then F(g) is also multiplicative. Note that

E        e-2*W" = CgiN) =    E    m(4V
lá*S2,(A,3)=l d\N,d\q     \d/

where C5(7V) is Ramanujan's sum. Collecting these results we can write

(2) ©(TV) = E d      t    m(-j) Viq) =   £ á £ mW W).
d|JV 9-1, rf|e       \a/ d|JV       a-l

We state two well known results for multiplicative functions.

For any multiplicative function /(g) where fip) ^ 1 let

(3) M

F(á)=EM(«)/(«¿).
a=l

Then if p\d, Fidp") = Fid)[fip>")-fip>»-i)/il-fip))]. Also

(4) E ßia)Via) = Il (1 - Vip)) = A
a=l p

Here A = IJP (1 — {1 — (1 —1/p)2}3) where A can be readily shown to be

positive and less than one. Applying these results to the singular series, we

have

Theorem 4.

(5)
p d\N      pm\d,pm+1\ d \ 1   —   *iP) /

6. Generalizations. The first generalization to be considered is the case

of k «-tuple products, k^3, n¡^2. Note that the method used in §3 on the

minor arcs does not work for k = 2.

In the general case we have
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S{n, N, t) = S{t) =       Z      e2«*i**-•■*»',

and R{n, k, N) =R{N) = number of solutions of N = Xu • • • Xi„+x2i • • • x2n

+ • • • +Xh • • • xhn where R{N)=f10Sk{t)e-2*iNtdt.

The Farey dissection of order Q is as follows. Let P = Nlln, Q = Pn~1+'t

0<c<l, c to be assigned. For the major arcs let q run from 1 to P1_c. Define

Sj= *S2e2rixw■*»' where the summation is over Xi • ■ • xn^N, subject to

conditions that the last j of the x's are greater than P. Then we decompose

S{t) as follows: S{t) =S0{t) + Cn.iSi{t)- Cn,252(i) • ■ • (-l)"C„,„_i5n_i(/). As
in §3 we show that max,„ni | S{t) \ = 0(p»-i+<=+«) and fESk{t)e-2*iNtdt

<(max \S{t)\)k-2fl\S{t)\2dt = 0{P<-n-1+^k-»+»+'). On a given Mhq we split

up xy = yy+g,zy as before. Let

*n-i{q) Z 1.
iSgjSíiimí,», • ■ -.n-liglviV]- • -!i„-i

Define Z; to indicate summation over yu ■ ■ • , yn-i, Zi, • • • , zn-i subject

to the conditions g| yi • • -yn-jandxi • • • xn_i^P"-1, xn_m>P, m = 0, ■ ■ ■ ,j.

Let

Z' = cn.iZ - c„,2Z • • • (- i)nc„.„-iZ,

Let

Z" = Z - Z'.
0

girigN _   1 girigaP _  1

Pi=Z'-:-'       P2=Z"
2iriga 2iriga

With this notation results analogous to those of §4 follow, namely,

S{t) = Ti + P2 + 0{qPn~1{log Ny-2),

and

léhêqêP1-", (.h.q)

+ 0(Pn(*~1)+2-3c(log Ar)<n_1)fe_1).

Z Bh9 =  Z f       (Fi + Ti)ke~2^dg
■P'-"^*,,)-! h,qJ-1/qt

The range of integration on each J17t5 can be extended to (— °°, + <») with

an error term in R{N) of 0(J>C»-H*>c*-»-H*+«). This will be the same order as

the error term for minor arcs when c = A/(A + l), thus making these error

terms 0(p»<*-i>-(*-»/<*+»+.). We have
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Expanding (P1 + P2)* and integrating we have i"o=(£'l/a)*7V*_1/(& —1)!

with the other terms of order TV*-1(log N)(n~l)k~1/qk~'. Thus we have

N
RiN) E £     «-"«»'«^(e'—)

.¿pift+i   iaAáa,(*,s)=i \ a/iSjSplrt+l     lúhSq,(h,q)=l \ O/ ik   —   1)!

-FOÍTV^KlogTV)'"-1'*-1).

The  summation  over q can  be  extended  to   + «   with  an  error  of

£)(p-((*-2-«>'(*+i))) where k — 2 — e>0 requires &>2. Sharper estimates could

probably overcome the restriction on k here, but it seems much harder to

eliminate the restriction in the consideration of the minor arcs.

Since

1  ^   Vn-ijg)   (log TV)"-1 /log"-2 TV\

a  "       g""1       in- 1)1 \     g1"«    / '

our singular series becomes

©(«, ¿, TV) =    E E       r^'<(W«'wF(«, *, g)
lág<oo       (h,q)=l,léhéq

where F(», Ä, g) = F(g) = ivn-iiq)/qn-l)k.

We have the following: i»i(g) = l. »m(a) = E i_wi.(yi Q^^m-iiq/iy, ?))

if w>l. Since »m(g) is multiplicative, F(«, &, g) is also. In addition

vmip)=pm-ip-l)m.

Then as before
v(pm) — V(Pm+1)

©(% *, *) = n a - r(_» £ ¿   n ,    ,; T„ ;  ; •
p d|iV       pm\d,p™+l\d 1   —   K(i>)

It is interesting to check this general result for the special case n = 2 con-

sidered by Estermann [2; 3]. When n = 2, F(2, ¿, p)=p~k and LTp (1-p-*)

= l/f(£). F(2, k, p"')=p-"'k. Thus

1 /p~mk —   *-<»H>*\

©(2, *, TV) = —- e ¿     n     (     1    *—)
f(«)   d\N       j>",|-,P*»+,f <¡ \ 1  —  F /

E¿   Il A-** = -777 £ dl~k " -777 <n-k(N)
Çik)   d\N pm\d íik)   d\N Çik)

where ov(TV) = the sum of the rth powers of the divisors of TV. This checks

with Estermann's leading terms.

We can write the singular series in the form

©...(#) = n (i - vip)) e d   n ({1 - víp^)} - {1 - vip»)}).
p1 It d\N     p">\d,p™+i\ d

The factor 1-Vip) = l- {l-(l-l/p)n-l}h, for p\N, in a suitably defined

sense gives the probability that p does not divide the greatest common di-
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visor of the A products making up N. For p\N the factor {l— V{pm+1)}

— {1 — V{pm)} gives the probability that pm divides the g.c.d. of the A prod-

ucts while pm+1 does not. This allows for the possibility that d could divide

each w-tuple it d\N.

A further generalization leads immediately to the case where the jth

product has m¡ factors. For example, we can study representations of the

form N = XiiXi2+x2ix22x23+x3ix32x33x34.

If we let « = maxy n¡ then consider a Farey dissection of order Q = Pn~1+c

where P = N1,n and c = A/(A + l). Then the error terms are the same order as

in §6. Each S{n¡, t) is estimated separately and we finally get

__   (logAO"'-1      N"-1    ( /    1    \\
R{N) =©(A0lI-(1 + 0-I).

/      «/- 1)!    (* - 1)!\ \\ogN

Let

Then

F(«i, •••,«*, q) = V{q)

@(»i, •••,»*, n) - n (a - v{py z    n   } v{p-) - v{p^) i
pf N d\N     p">|d,pm+'f d

and the previous probability interpretation of these factors carries over.
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